Wi-Fi Direct Internet Access

White-glove Wi-Fi

Business increasingly relies on secure and reliable Wi-Fi. Supporting daily operations, marketing campaigns, and shopper engagement opportunities, the technology required to support this deep infrastructure has gotten sophisticated fast. Operators who rely solely on self-managed solutions leave themselves vulnerable to privacy risks and ineffective support.

Wi-Fi Direct Internet Access supplies secure and scalable wireless service for businesses of all sizes.

PDI Wi-Fi as a Service is a fully supported and administered solutions offering stable, scalable, and secure Wi-Fi for your business devices and guests, Stop worrying about Wi-Fi issues and keep your focus on the business.

- Consolidated Network Management
- Multiple Wi-Fi Networks per Location
- Family-Friendly Filtering
- Proven Deployment Model

Virtually every aspect of high-performing, secure Wi-Fi service in one end-to-end managed solution
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Scalable Wi-Fi for the Whole Business

As businesses grow, Wi-Fi technology demands scale with them, requiring more IT staff, training, and hardware. Managed Wi-Fi helps keep costs under control while improving stability, security, and service at all your locations.

Cost controls allow for greater scalability, so you can run your business more efficiently and focus on your strategic vision.

Wi-Fi Direct Internet Access replaces vulnerable consumer-grade Wi-Fi systems with best-in-class hardware, monitoring, and service, delivering a safe and reliable Wi-Fi experience for your customers and staff.

Access Controls

Guest Wi-Fi Networks

Staging and Kitting

Next-Day Replacement

Contact Us Today
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